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SCOPE AND CONTENT

Memorabilia, photographs, and engineering draftsman materials from donor's student days at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute; and material from donor's tenure as professor in Tech's School of Engineering. 2 boxes.

BOX   FOLDER   DESCRIPTION

001   001   Set of Dietzgen drawing instruments in case

        Dietzgen triangular cross section ruler
        20 drawings made by donor using above instruments when he was an engineering student at Tech, 1930's

003-004   Tech memorabilia
        Photos
        Awards
        Programs
        Tickets
        Commencement
        Handbooks
        Letters
        Baptist Student Union and YMCA materials

005   The LL Trig Duplex Slide Ruler Manuals (2)

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

006   L.P.I. graduate of the School of Engineering, 1940
007-008  L.P.I., School of Engineering, graduate booklet, 1955, 1957, 1964, and 1981

009  History of L.T.U. Astronomical Observatory, by donor
L.P.I., Rho Gamma Chapter of Sigma Tau Delta, history, 1961-1962

010  Memorabilia

  Small gray "T", Engineering Day, 1952
  Small bronze key, Theta Beta Lambda